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>and able to run linux binaries prevents these problems
That makes it worse, reminds me of embrace extend extinguish like MS is doing with 
WSL.

> I'd like to see something which can run on an average laptop and wouldn't be less 
convenient than linux.
There used to be a qnx desktop environment (photon), was supposedly very responsive 
given that it was a rtos. Sadly rim went kaput. 

People in the OS research space might disagree (considering that every paper there is 
basically unix but with $security_feature (i.e. capabilities)" but for the modern single-
user world linux is basically "good enough" and the real hard part for desktop adoption 
is in the userspace. Dozens of years and linux still hasn't managed to get a good audio 
subsystem despite all that pulseaudio, jack, etc. I keep making comparisons to osx here 
because while the mach/bsd frankenkernel isn't exactly elegant and for the longest time 
the file system was basically "adequate" (I really wish that zfs deal with oracle went 
through), it basically nails the userspace parts: coreaudio is a thing of beauty, quartz 
provides a solid framework for anything graphics related, etc. So much so that I recall 
systemd and pulseaudio were basically modeled off of launchd/coreaudio respectively 
(much to the chagrin of some). I really wish osx could be open sourced, there's a lot of 
great stuff there (I also wish openstep took off, because the dynamicism of obj-c is a 
really good fit for gui apps).

It's not clear to me that google is going to put in the effort to develop the userspace 
parts since I think the target of fuschia seems to be IOT devices.

Also more towards the original point, there are essentially ways to get the same things 
on linux as well: e.g. 
>Fuchsia’s filesystems live entirely within userspace.
Seems like FUSE (although not sure what the performance overhead of it is in practice).

>In Fuchsia, almost everything is a component and it is the unit of executable 
software... Components can only use shared libraries that are included in the same 
package as the component.. There is no concept of inter-package dependencies 
Agree that this is nice, but this could technically be done on linux as well if people would 
stop the obsession with dynamic linking everything. I'm not sure if there's a loose 
relation between fuschia's "components" and the app bundles like flatpak. I think I've 
posted this before, but at least in osx there's a de facto convention where the "unit of 
executable software" is the app bundle (mach-o binary + resources), and while a mach-
o binary can technically have dylibs pointing anywhere, in practice all dylibs that a 
binary depends on are included as part of the bundle itself. I guess fuschia just goes 
one step further in explicitly forbidding dynamically linking to libs outside the bundle.

>A given release of the Fuchsia platform typically supports multiple ABI revisions, which 
lets the platform run older applications 
Is also more of a userspace thing. The linux kernel itself is fanatic about preserving 



syscall compatibility if I recall, it's glibc which messes thing up. Osx defines abi not at 
the syscall level directly but via the libsystem dylib, which also has decent backwards 
compatibility.

Don't get me wrong, I love the idea of a capabilities based os, at least from a research-y 
perspective. But in terms of practical usage, I believe that you can get 95% of the 
benefits through things like free bsd jails/openbsd pledge/zones, even–egads–
containers. So fuschia, despite being billed as a kernel for the 21st century, is basically 
solving a problem that no one really has.

Instead, I wish the os research guys were looking more into how to make computing as 
a platform more powerful for the user. Things like templeos, which actually had some 
really neat ideas about having interactivity embedded within documents and as part of 
the terminal. Some of that has come through recently in the form of notebooks (jupyter), 
but templeos took this idea to the limit in having a unified system (doldoc) for 
everything. I guess this would technically fall under the umbrella of "ux research," but it 
seems like modern day "ux researchers" are busy figuring out how much whitespace to 
add rather than focusing on how computing platforms can be fundamentally updated 
from the paradigms we're stuck in.


